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ABSTRACT 
 

Human head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is highly prevalent with 

approximately 890,000 new diagnosed cases and 450,000 deaths annually. Lack of early 

detection and high tumor metastasis, recurrence, and drug resistance account for such 

overwhelming numbers. Unfortunately, routinely used two-dimensional cancer cell cultures are 

not biologically relevant model systems to accurately study patient tumors. In this work, we 

sought to test and develop the hamster cheek pouch as a potential HNSCC patient-derived 

xenograft (PDX) model system. Donor tumor tissue from HNSCC patients were transplanted 

into hamster cheek pouches. Tumor volumes were measured over 4-6 weeks by performing 

weekly post-transplantation assessments of the xenotransplantation sites. Cheek pouches with 

viable transplanted masses were excised from hosts after 4-6 weeks for tissue harvesting and 

processing. We assessed both donor tissues and viable xenotransplants using standard 

histological and immunohistochemical analyses of formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue 

preparations. Although transplanted tumors generally regressed over time, these tumors did 

persist long-term without immunological rejection. The hamster cheek pouch model also showed 

maintenance of histopathological characteristics between donor tumor tissue and viable 

xenografts. However, protein expression and localization lacked routine replication. While 

statistical analyses supported our observation that the hamster cheek pouch does initially accept 

the implantation of HNSCC patient tumor tissues, it also revealed that differential aspects among 

patient tumor tissue did not significantly effect tumor viability. However, an inherent variability 

among individual cheek pouch sites were observed. Further studies are needed to refine the 

hamster cheek pouch as a potential HNSCC PDX model system so as to discover and validate 

diagnostic biomarkers, prognostic predictors, and therapeutic treatments. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 HNSCC Epidemiology 

The majority of head and neck cancers develop from the mucosal epithelium lining the 

upper aerodigestive tract structures of the oral cavity, nasopharynx, oropharynx, hypopharynx, 

and larynx. This heterogeneous group of tumors, known collectively as head and neck squamous 

cell carcinoma (HNSCC), represents the sixth most common cancer worldwide with a 6% 

incidence rate that translates into approximately 890,000 new diagnosed cases annually (1-3). 

HNSCC also accounts for 1-2% of all cancer-related deaths with approximately 450,000 deaths 

occurring per year (1, 3). However, the burden of head and neck cancer varies across 

countries/regions with low incidence in most developed countries and high incidence in South 

Asian regions (2, 3). Males generally have a 2- to 4-fold higher risk of developing HNSCC 

compared to females throughout all anatomical subsites (2-6). For instance, the age-standardized 

incidence rate of HNSCC reaches 24.5 per 100,000 in men compared with 7.9 per 100,000 in 

women (7). The incidence of HNSCC also increases with age, where the majority of all cases are 

diagnosed after age 40 (2, 6). Overall, these HNSCC trends predominantly reflect the 

demographic differences in lifestyle risk factors.  

Although certain patients possess a high genetic predisposition for the development of 

cancer, the influence of certain lifestyle risk factors over-rides any underlying genetic 

predisposition. The most significant risk factors for the development of HNSCC include tobacco 

use and alcohol consumption (1-6). Tobacco products consist of more than 5,000 chemicals, of 

which dozens are known carcinogens (2, 8). The most carcinogenic chemicals include 

nitrosamines and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (8). These tobacco-derived carcinogens form 
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covalent DNA adducts that disrupt the double-stranded DNA helical structure (2, 8). If not 

properly repaired by a DNA repair mechanism, accumulation of such damage may lead to 

genetic abnormalities that promote tumorigenesis (2, 8). Therefore, tobacco use (including 

cigarettes, cigars, and pipes) increases the risk of HNSCC 5- to 25-fold in a dose-dependent 

manner (3, 9-11). Smokeless tobacco use, such as chewing tobacco and betel quid, also increases 

the risk of cancer in the oral cavity and oropharynx by 2- to 4-fold (3, 6, 10).  

Excessive alcohol consumption independently doubles the risk of developing HNSCC. 

The oxidative metabolism of alcohol to the carcinogen byproduct acetaldehyde interacts with 

DNA to form DNA adducts (2, 3, 12). Alcohol consumption also synergizes with tobacco use to 

increase the risk of developing HNSCC by 35-fold (2, 3, 12). This synergistic effect suggests that 

alcohol may serve as a solvent for chemical carcinogens and thereby enhance the exposure of 

epithelial cells to such substances (2). 

While most HNSCC cases result from tobacco and alcohol exposure to the upper 

aerodigestive tract, the past few decades revealed a steady rise in a subset of HNSCCs associated 

with high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV) infection. HPV is the most common sexually 

transmissible infection in the world (13, 14).  Persistent infection allows for stable integration of 

the viral genome into the host genome and then expression of the oncogenic E6 and E7 proteins 

(13-15). Accordingly, the E6 HPV protein upregulates telomerase activity and promotes tumor 

suppressor p53 degradation. The E7 oncoprotein binds to the retinoblastoma tumor suppressor 

gene and thereby causes unchecked cell division (14, 15). Therefore, HPV infection increases the 

risk of developing HNSCC and is associated with >70% of oropharyngeal cancers as well as a 

small minority of cancers at other anatomical sites in the head and neck. (14, 15).   
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1.2 Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment  

Early stages of HNSCC do not display any obvious signs or symptoms that require 

physician evaluation irrespective of the affected anatomical site and etiology of the tumor (2). 

Therefore, patients rely primarily on routine screening that includes physical examinations of the 

head and neck regions and dental examinations of the mouth (2, 16). Other screening approaches 

include genetic-based testing and HPV testing (16, 17). However, these screening methods 

neither effectively detect nor diagnose early stages of the disease (2, 16, 17). Most patients, 

therefore, present with advanced stages of HNSCC at diagnosis that correspond with a decreased 

five-year survival rate (2, 16, 17). 

If a person presents with signs and symptoms of head and neck cancer, a health care 

provider performs many tests and/or procedures to determine the presence/absence of disease. 

These diagnostic tests and procedures include cross-sectional radiographic imaging (computed 

tomography, X-ray, magnetic resonance imaging, etc.) and fiber-optic 

nasopharyngoscopy/laryngoscopy (2, 18). However, further confirmation of HNSCC may 

require a biopsy of the suspicious lesion or mass (2, 18). A pathologist then reviews the 

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained tissue or cell sample under a microscope to evaluate the 

histopathological or cytopathological characteristics, respectively. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) 

may also be performed to assess the expression and localization of specific protein biomarkers 

unique to HNSCC for further validation of the carcinoma and its epithelial origin (2, 6, 18). 

Ultimately, clinicians require the results of all such tests and procedures to accurately describe 

the extent of the disease. 

Clinical staging of HNSCC provides a common way to describe the disease and it follows 

the tumor-node-metastasis (TNM) system outlined by the American Joint Commission on 
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Cancer (AJCC) Staging Manual Eighth Edition (18, 19). Accordingly, staging mainly considers 

the size and location of the primary tumor (T), whether the tumor has spread to nearby lymph 

nodes (N), and whether the tumor has spread to other parts of the body (M). Other pathological 

features indicative of advanced HNSCC include depth of invasion, lymphovascular invasion, 

extracapsular nodal extension, close or involved surgical margins, and perineural invasion (6, 

18). Overall, HNSCC staging helps to predict prognosis and helps to determine an appropriate 

treatment plan.  

Current HNSCC treatment options include surgical resection, radiotherapy, 

chemotherapy, targeted therapy, immunotherapy, or combinatorial therapies (18, 20, 21). 

However, the treatment approach for every individual patient depends on the anatomical site, 

clinical stage at presentation, disease characteristics, functional considerations, potential side 

effects, and patient wishes (20, 21). Patients with a relatively small primary tumor with 

involvement of one node at most achieve an 80% cure rate with a single modality intervention by 

either resection or radiation, depending on location (2, 21). Despite advances with minimally 

invasive resection (laser microsurgery technology, transoral robotics) and improved 

reconstructive techniques, any surgery of the head and neck region requires consideration of vital 

functions such as swallowing, speech, expression, and cosmesis (21). Therefore, patients with 

locoregionally advanced HNSCC usually undergo a non-surgical chemoradiotherapy approach to 

preserve functionality (21). Meta-analysis studies demonstrated that combined chemotherapy and 

radiotherapy increased overall survival by 6.5% at five years and decreased failure rates 

compared to local therapy alone (21-23). Recent advancements in immunotherapy and targeted 

therapy may provide a more personalized treatment option to improve overall patient survival 

(21). However, drug options are limited and have relatively low response rates. An estimated 70-
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90% of patients with recurrent and metastatic HNSCC either have no response or they have an 

initial response that is followed by disease progression following treatment with immune check-

point inhibitors (21). Additionally, a clinical study evaluating the safety and efficacy of 

pembrolizumab for HNSCC treatment had an overall response rate of 18% (24). These treatment 

options are highly target-specific and require a patient’s tumor to express certain proteins or 

genes that may introduce limitations on patient selection due to tumor heterogeneity and assay 

harmonization (25). Ultimately, future research focusing on potential biomarkers for more 

refined patient selection is essential to expand the population that can benefit from these 

therapeutic options.       

1.3 Metastasis, Recurrence, and Therapeutic Resistance 

Despite significant advances in treatment strategies, more than 50% of HNSCC patients 

develop tumor metastasis, recurrence, and/or therapeutic resistance with a median survival time 

of less than a year (21, 26). Recent studies elucidated some underlying mechanisms of HNSCC 

progression. Those mechanisms include multiple pathways and processes in the HNSCC tumor 

cells that involve epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), maintenance of cancer stem cell 

(CSC) populations, and interaction with the tumor microenvironment (TME).  

EMT describes the phenotypic and functional transformation of epithelial cells into 

mesenchymal cells. During that process, epithelial cells progressively lose their apical-basal 

polarity and adhesiveness to adopt a looser organization that is characteristic of mesenchymal 

cells with a greater migratory ability (27-29). This transition, therefore, enables cancer cells to 

disrupt adherens junctions between adjoining cells, detach from the basement membrane, and 

ultimately enter the circulation to generate metastasis (27-29). Accumulating evidence indicates 

that induced EMT promotes HNSCC progression (29). For instance, a recent study demonstrated 
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that enhanced transcription of Snail2 induced the EMT phenotype in esophageal squamous cell 

carcinoma (ESCC) by suppressing the epithelial marker E-cadherin with concomitant 

upregulation of the mesenchymal markers N-cadherin and vimentin (30). They further observed 

that such molecular changes corresponded with growth, migration, and invasion of ESCC cells in 

vitro and in vivo (30). Sakaktani et al. showed that suppressing mesenchymal phenotypes by 

activating ß2-adrenergic receptor signals inhibited the motility of oral cancer cells in vitro and 

reduced primary tumor growth in vivo (31). These findings ultimately suggest that induced EMT 

in HNSCC tumor epithelial cells correlates with metastasis, recurrence, and resistance that 

results in poor prognosis.  

Cancer stem cells (CSCs) represent a subpopulation of cells within a tumor that are 

capable of self-renewal, differentiation, and quiescence. It was experimentally shown that 

isolated CSCs were able to initiate tumors in vivo and in vitro while the remaining bulk of non-

stem cancer cells did not (32-35). This prompted the postulation that a small subset of residual 

cancer cells enriched with stemness properties are responsible for repopulating the original tumor 

after the initial therapy seemingly eliminated detectable signs of disease (32-35). Indeed, putative 

CSC markers were identified in HNSCC that corresponded with tumor relapse (32-35). Several 

studies implicated the involvement of signaling pathways in maintaining identified CSC 

populations in HNSCC to promote tumor recurrence and drug resistance. Constitutive activation 

of the Wnt/ß-catenin signaling pathway by regulation of ribosomal S6 protein kinase 4 induced 

cancer stemness and contributed to radioresistance in ESCC patients (36, 37). Another study 

demonstrated decreased stemness, reversal of EMT expression, and chemoresistance of CD44+ 

HNSCC cell lines after treatment with a Wnt/ß-catenin pathway inhibitor, secreted frizzled-

related protein 4 (38). Li et al. showed that inhibiting the Hedgehog pathway with vismodegib 
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reduced the properties of cancer stemness and increased cell sensitivity to irradiation and 

carboplatin (36, 39). A study also demonstrated that inhibiting the Notch1 signaling pathway 

significantly reduced tumor self-renewal ability in vivo and in vitro (40). The reduced stemness 

property resulted in a decreased CSC population in HNSCC (40).  Ultimately, inhibiting 

signaling pathways involved in cancer stemness remains an appealing strategy to target CSCs in 

HNSC and improve patient prognosis.  

The TME refers to the complex and dynamic ecosystem within and surrounding a tumor 

that consists of cancer cells, nonmalignant cells, and extracellular matrix (ECM) components. 

The bidirectional communication between cancer cells and their microenvironment profoundly 

influences HNSCC progression (41). Researchers demonstrated that HNSCC cancer cells 

interact with various immune cells present in the TME to orchestrate a highly 

immunosuppressive microenvironment favoring tumor growth and metastasis (42-44). 

Accordingly, HNSCC cancer cells directly impair several immune cell functions associated with 

natural killer cells, dendritic cells, and T-cells, or activate/recruit immunosuppressive cells such 

as T regulatory cells, tumor-associated macrophages, and myeloid-derived suppressor cells by 

producing cytokines and chemokines (42-46). HNSCC cells also interact with other TME 

nonmalignant cells to induce additional hallmarks of cancer progression (47-48). It was 

experimentally shown that the crosstalk between HNSCC cells and endothelial cells triggered 

MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase) and Notch signaling pathways to promote 

angiogenesis (48). Additionally, studies demonstrated HNSCC progression via crosstalk between 

HNSCC cancer cells and cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), the major cellular component of 

tumor stroma in the TME (41, 49). Growth factors secreted by HNSCC cancer cells activate 

CAFs to modulate the microenvironment via the production of various tumor-promoting 
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cytokines, chemokines, growth factors, and ECM-related proteins (41, 49-52). Therefore, the 

HNSCC-derived CAF secretome promotes HNSCC progression by playing critical roles in 

immune evasion, angiogenesis, metabolic reprogramming, and ECM remodeling/degradation  

(41, 49-52).  Overall, the interactions of HNSCC cancer cells with the TME induce a tumor-

favoring microenvironment for metastasis, recurrence, and drug resistance.  

1.4 Modeling Human HNSCC 

The underlying mechanisms driving HNSCC progression also contribute to tumor 

heterogeneity. HNSCC therefore does not represent a uniform tumor cell population but rather a 

diverse collection of cells harboring distinct molecular signatures with different sensitivities to 

treatment. Unfortunately, recreating this level of tumor complexity in the laboratory remains a 

challenge for cancer research.  

Routinely used two-dimensional (2D) cultures allow cells to grow in non-physiologically 

constrained conditions. In particular, cells attach to the flat substrate of a plastic or glass petri 

dish or culture flask. This subjects 2D cultured cells to equal yet excessive amounts of oxygen 

and nutrients in contrast to in vivo conditions (53-57). The 2D model system also lacks a true 

ECM component of various cells and proteins (53-57). Consequently, HNSCC cells in 2D 

monolayers often lack proper regulatory dynamics involved in cell morphology, proliferation, 

differentiation, chemical gradients, mechanical/biochemical cues, and cell-cell/cell-matrix 

interactions (53-57). These limitations significantly influence the informative value of 2D model 

systems in cancer research. Indeed, several studies showed that HNSCC cell lines exhibited 

increased sensitivity to therapeutic drugs when cultured in 2D (56-58). To avoid 

misrepresentation of the whole tumor, it is essential to develop biologically relevant model 

systems with a higher degree of physiological complexity.  
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The establishment of a patient-derived xenograft (PDX) model system addresses the 

limitations associated with 2D models. Accordingly, PDX models generated from the 

engraftment of tumor tissue samples into a host animal faithfully recaptures the original tumor 

characteristics in a physiologically relevant environment (59-63). This model also maintains the 

stromal compartment for possible tumor-stroma interactions, albeit the human stroma is 

somewhat replaced by that of the host animal (59-63). Fortunately, several research groups 

report successful establishment of immunocompromised mice as HNSCC PDX models, where 

they consistently retained histopathological features of the original patient tumor (59-63). This 

suggests that the PDX models preserve functionality of key mediators in tumor-stroma 

interactions (59-63). PDX models also closely mimic the genomic profile of patient tumors (59-

63). For example, comprehensive genetic analyses demonstrated that HNSCC PDX models 

maintain the majority of key gene expression patterns in the primary tumor (59-63). These 

features not only foster deeper understanding into the biology of HNSCC progression, they also 

illustrate the promise of PDXs as preclinical models to develop/validate novel HNSCC 

biomarkers and predict clinical response to therapeutic treatments in HNSCC patients. However, 

more studies are necessary to refine preclinical PDX models relevant to HNSCC due to the 

limited establishment and characterization of this model system (63).  

1.5 Description of Research Project 

Ultimately, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma is an anatomically diverse and 

molecularly heterogenous group of tumors. Despite improvements in therapeutic strategies, the 

5-year survival rate remains relatively low due to late detection/diagnosis, metastasis, recurrence, 

and drug resistance in HNSCC patients. Hence, it is of great importance to further explore the 

underlying mechanisms driving HNSCC initiation and progression. Reliable preclinical model 
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systems provide an apparatus to foster our understanding of such mechanisms and also facilitate 

the development and validation of biomarkers and treatment strategies. However, modeling 

tumor complexity remains a challenge and thereby hinders our understanding of HNSCC and 

patient clinical outcomes.  

Normal and malignant tissues transplanted into a histoincompatible host results in 

rejection due to the immunogenic disparity between donor and host. Fortunately, there are 

anatomical sites in which incompatible grafts may survive for extended periods of time due to 

the absence of lymphatic drainage and reduced expression of major histocompatibility complex 

molecules (64, 65). An example of such an immune-privileged site includes the hamster cheek 

pouch that is an evagination of the oral mucosa that extends 3-6 cm posteriorly and is separated 

from the cheek mucosa and skin by adventitious connective tissue (65, 66). This loose 

connective tissue not only acts as a barrier aiding cheek pouch immunity, it also allows the 

pouch to be easily everted for a simple, reproducible surgical procedure with subsequent 

macroscopic evaluations (66). These characteristics make it a unique animal model system that is 

particularly relevant to cancer. Previous studies established that the hamster cheek pouch model 

closely replicates events involved in the development of premalignant and malignant human 

cancer (67, 68). This allows us to accurately study the cellular changes associated with all stages 

of cancer development. However, detecting and visualizing changes in key gene expression at 

the cellular and subcellular level relies on immunohistochemistry.  

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) allows for visualization of specific proteins in cells or 

tissues based on antibody-antigen recognition. It thereby reveals the existence and localization of 

the target-protein at the individual cell and subcellular levels. This rapidly performed method is a 

universally accepted tool to detect cellular markers that define specific phenotypes relative to 
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disease status and biology (69). Accordingly, IHC is often utilized to discover and evaluate 

potential biomarkers for human cancers and thereby improve its detection, prognosis, and 

treatment (69, 70). Although numerous protocol adjustments exist depending on its application to 

different types of cell/tissue sample preparations, the basic approach is as follows. First, the 

addition of a primary antibody to the tissue section results in specific binding to the protein 

antigen target of interest. This is followed by the addition of a species-specific and biotinylated 

secondary antibody that binds to the primary antibody. With the secondary antibody being 

covalently labeled with biotin molecules, the addition of an avidin/biotin enzyme complex 

results in high affinity binding between the labeled antibody and the enzyme complex molecules. 

This results in amplification of the positive signal that can be visualized after adding the enzyme 

substrate 3,3-diaminobenzidine that yields a brown insoluble precipitate. Ultimately, this IHC 

method detects and maps the localization of individual proteins at high resolution and precision.  

In response to the challenges posed by modeling human tumor complexity, this project 

focuses on testing and developing a novel PDX model system relevant to HNSCC. Given the 

establishment of the hamster cheek pouch model in cancer research, we hypothesize that if the 

hamster cheek pouch allows for natural cancer progression, maintenance of histopathological 

characteristics, and conservation of the proteomic profile of the original patient tumor, then it 

could serve as a novel PDX model offering insight into the mechanisms of HNSCC initiation and 

progression. Unveiling such mechanisms could thereby improve discovery and validation of 

diagnostic biomarkers, prognostic predictors, and novel therapeutic treatments. The following 

objectives for this project were established to test this hypothesis:  

1. Determine whether tumor growth occurs within the hamster cheek pouch model 

system by performing weekly post-transplantation assessments. 
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2. Determine the variables influencing tumor viability within the hamster cheek pouch 

model system by creating generalized linear mixed models and comparing significant 

models.  

3. Evaluate whether histopathological characteristics were maintained between donor 

tumor tissue and viable transplanted tumor masses by assessing their hematoxylin and 

eosin stains. 

4. Assess whether protein expression and localization were conserved between donor 

tumor tissue and viable transplanted tumor masses through immunohistochemical 

analyses. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

2.1 Host Animal Model 

All animal care conditions and experimental protocols were reviewed and approved by 

the Wichita State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Female Syrian 

Golden hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus) aged 3-4 weeks with mean weight 125.7 g were 

obtained from Harlan Sprague Dawley, Inc. (Indianapolis, IN). The hamsters were housed and 

maintained at an on-site animal facility with 14-hr light/10-hr dark cycles at 23-25°C and with 

access to food (2:1 mixture of #5001 rodent diet and #5015 mouse diet from LabDiet of PMI 

Nutrition Int.) and water provided ad libitum. Each hamster host was labeled with an inserted ID 

digital tracker during the initial xenotransplantation described below.  

2.2 Tissue Collection 

Tumor tissues and adjacent normal tissues were obtained from five patients following 

surgical resections at the University of Kansas Medical Center Hospital. Samples were 

separately placed in culture medium and packaged for shipment to Dr. Hendry. Pathologists 

categorized tumors in correspondence with the American Joint Committee on Cancer Staging 

Manual (8th Edition) for Head and Neck Cancers, which tabulates specific TNM status to 

produce a numerical clinical stage. All patients were diagnosed with invasive, moderately 

differentiated keratinizing squamous cell carcinoma primarily localized to the oral cavity or 

oropharynx. Patient tumors were variable in size as determined by the greatest dimension in 

centimeters. Table 2.1 summarizes the clinicopathology of the HNSCC patients.  
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Table 2.1 Clinicopathological summary of HNSCC patients. All characteristics were described in 
each patient’s pathology report. The tumor site describes the primary tumor location or the location 
in which the tumor was surgically resected. Tumor size refers to the greatest dimension in 
centimeters and depth of invasion (DOI) measures the level of the basement membrane of the 
adjacent normal mucosa to the deepest point of tumor invasion. Histological grade considers 
cellular differentiation/abnormality and thereby classifies on a grading system of well 
differentiated cells (G1, low grade) to undifferentiated cells  (G4, high grade). Lymphovascular 
invasion (LVI), perineural invasion (PNI), and extranodal extension (ENE) are poor prognostic 
factors. TNM classification refers to the staging system of cancers where T refers to the size and 
extent of the primary tumor, N refers to the number of nearby lymph nodes with cancer, and M 
refers to whether the cancer metastasized. TNM classification determines the overall clinical stage.  
 

 Patient No. (Transplantation Trial) 
Characteristics 1 (H16-18) 2 (H16-19) 3 (H16-21) 4 (H16-24) 5 (H16-25) 

Gender F M M M M 
Tumor Site Oral Cavity Oral Cavity Oropharynx Oral Cavity Oral Cavity 

Tumor Size (cm) 3.5 3.6 5.0 3.2 1.8 
DOI (mm) 12 7 37 4 5 

Histological Grade   G2 G2 G2 G2 G1-G2 
LVI Absent Absent Present Absent Present 
PNI Absent Present Present  Absent Absent 
ENE Absent Absent Absent Absent Present 

T Classification pT3 pT4a pT4a pT2 pT4a 
N Classification  pN0 pN2b pN0 pN1 pN3b 
M Classification pMn/a pMO pMO pMO pMO 

Clinical Stage  III IVa IVa III IVb 
 

2.3 Tissue Fragment Transplantation 

Patient tumor tissue and adjacent normal tissue samples were received in an 

iced/refrigerated 50 mL Falcon tube from the Clinical Laboratory Supervisor of the University of 

Kansas Biospecimen Repository Core Facility at the University of Kansas Cancer Center. The 

whole tumor tissue sample was photographed along with an adjacent metric ruler using a Nikon 

SMZ745T microscope fitted with a 0.5x objective. Then the tumor was cut into the number of 

tissue fragments needed for the planned number of cheek pouch transplantation sites. The 

remaining tumor tissue as well as all adjacent normal tissue samples were transferred into a 20 
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mL vial each, processed with ~10 mL 4% paraformaldehyde fixative, which was replaced with 

fresh fixative after 24 hours, and then stored in 70% ethanol at room temperature for histological 

processing. 

For the surgical procedure, host animals were anesthetized via intraperitoneal injections 

of 5 mg/kg body weight Xylazine and 80 mg/kg body weight Ketamine. That was followed by 

subcutaneously implanting a digital ID chip between the scapulae of the host animal. Once 

appropriately anesthetized, the hamster cheek pouch was gently everted, spread on a paraffin-

filled 60 mm plastic tissue culture dish, and secured with T-pins. Betadine surgical scrub of the 

incision site was performed followed by cleaning the scrubbed area with 70% isopropyl alcohol. 

An 2 mm incision was made in the epithelium of the cheek pouch and slightly widened with 

forceps to create a pocket between the two epithelial layers. A tumor tissue fragment was 

inserted into the inter-epithelial layer pocket and subsequently massaged downward, 

approximately 5 mm beyond the incision site. Finally, the cheek pouch was unpinned and gently 

guided back into its natural position in the hamster. This transplantation procedure was repeated 

for each hamster cheek pouch, first the left pouch followed by the right pouch. 

Immediately after the transplantation procedure, host animals were housed individually 

and observed hourly until fully ambulatory. Rodent species require daily monitoring for signs or 

symptoms of ill health including hunching, unkempt fur, teeth grinding, weight loss, lethargy, 

infection, pain, or decreased food and water intake. A veterinarian was consulted if such 

signs/symptoms are observed.  

2.4 Post-Transplantation Assessments 

Transplantation sites were assessed at least weekly over 4-6 weeks. Each hamster was 

identified (per ID digital tracker), weighed (g), and individually placed into an empty cage. The 
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assessment procedures involved lightly anesthetizing the host animals, gently everting their 

cheek pouches, and then photographing them using a Nikon SMZ745T microscope fitted with a 

0.5x objective, at a scope setting of 0.67, along with adjacent mm ruler. For each cheek pouch, 

we produced photos using both reflected light and transmitted light. Photos were analyzed using 

the image processing software, ImageJ Fiji, to determine the presence, dimensions, and 

vascularization state of the transplanted masses. Transmitted light photos allowed us to visualize 

the presence/absence of a transplanted mass within the hamster cheek pouch, where any presence 

of a transplanted mass was considered to be a viable tumor. Tumor volumes were defined by the 

following equation: 

𝑡𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟	𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 𝑤!	𝑥	
𝑙
2 

where length (l) represents the largest tumor diameter and width (w) represents the perpendicular 

tumor diameter (71). The vascularization state was defined by the presence or absence of blood 

vessels in the transplant mass.  

2.5 Tissue Harvesting and Processing 

For a final post-transplantation assessment event, cheek pouches with viable transplanted 

masses were everted, spread, and pinned. The viable transplanted masses were then excised from 

the host and immediately covered with 4% paraformaldehyde fixative in PBS, pH 7.2, that was 

maintained for ~10 minutes. A small region of the excised hamster cheek pouch encompassing 

the fixed mass was dissected, immersed in fresh fixative for 48 hours at room temperature, 

replacing with fresh fixative after 24 hours, and stored in 70% ethanol at room temperature.  

Fixed tissue samples, remaining donor patient tumor tissue, adjacent donor patient 

normal tissue, as well as excised transplanted masses, were delivered to Ascension Via Christi 

Pathology (Wichita, KS) for histological processing. All tissue samples were embedded in 
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paraffin, sliced into 52 serial, 4 µm thick cross-sections, and the 1st and 52nd sections were 

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained. These H&E-stained sections were examined and 

photographed with aNikon SMZ745T stereo-microscope fitted with a 0.5x objective and 

Lumenera camera with transmitted light. The remaining 50 unstained tissue sections were 

processed for immunohistochemistry analyses. 

2.6 Immunohistochemistry (IHC) with Tissue Sections 

Formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue sections were initially subjected to a 

deparaffinization step in order to completely remove the waxy paraffin that might obscure 

detection of target antigens. This required incubating tissue sections at 70°C for 15 minutes 

followed by three xylene washes at room temperature for 10 minutes each. Rehydration of the 

tissue sections was performed using serial concentrations of 100%, 95%, 85%, 70%, 50%, and 

30% ethanol, followed by two 15 second exposure to distilled water at room temperature. Heat-

induced antigen retrieval was performed by incubating the deparaffinized sections in a sodium 

citrate buffer solution (10 mM tri-sodium citrate, pH 6.0) at 70-80°C for 30 minutes. This 

incubation was followed by three washes and 20-minute soak at room temperature in a 

phosphate-buffered saline solution containing 0.5% Tween-20 in Dulbecco PBS, 7.5 pH, 

(PBST). The tissue sections were immersed in a 3% peroxidase quenching solution (3.0 mL 30% 

peroxide in 30 mL methanol) at 37°C for 30 minutes, then washed in PBST three times. The 

tissue sections were briefly blocked by adding a 10% serum solution. The serum matched the 

species source of the secondary antibody and was diluted in phosphate buffered saline Tween 

milk using Hiland low non-fat milk, PTM-LNFM [Hiland] to each slide pair, which were then 

placed in a humidor and incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes. Prevention of non-specific binding 

required an avidin-biotin blocking step (Vector Laboratories, SP2002 streptavidin/biotin, 
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Burlingame, CA). For that, each slide pair was incubated in a streptavidin solution for 15 

minutes at room temperature, briefly washed in PBST, and incubated in a Biotin solution for 15 

minutes at room temperature. After three PBST washes, the tissue sections were incubated in a 

humidor for 35 minutes at 37°C or overnight at 4°C with a primary antibody diluted in PTM-

LNFM [Hiland] to allow binding to the target antigen. Each primary antibody was diluted 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The tissue sections were then rinsed with PBST and 

incubated in a 1:100 diluted biotinylated secondary antibody in PTM-LNFM [Hiland] specific 

for the species of the primary antibody. The slides were placed in a humidor, incubated for 20 

minutes at 37°C, and then washed three times in PBST. Amplification of the target antigen was 

next achieved by adding an aliquot of the avidin-biotinylated enzyme complex solution (Avidin-

Biotin-Peroxidase complex reagent Vector® ABC or Elite® ABC) to each slide pair for 20 

minutes at 37°C. The tissue sections were then reacted with a commercialized diaminobenzidine 

substrate solution (SigmaFast™ from Sigma, Saint Louis, MO) for 15 minutes at room 

temperature to allow visualization of the target antigen signal, and immediately washed in water 

four times. Finally, the tissue sections were counterstained with methyl green (0.2% methyl 

green in 0.1 M ammonium acetate, pH 6.4) for 8 seconds at room temperature, dried overnight at 

room temperature, and coverslipped using Permount mounting medium. Microscopy and 

imaging were performed to analyze IHC results.  

2.7 Microscopy and Imaging 

All tissue samples/slides following IHC processing were examined using a Nikon Eclipse 

E800 microscope fitted with Infinity Optics and CFI Plan Apochromatic objectives. Images were 

captured using a Nikon DS-Fil digital color camera linked to NIS-Elements imaging analysis 

software. 
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2.8 Statistical Analyses 

All statistical analyses were performed using R Software (version 4.1.1). We used 

generalized linear mixed models with binomial error distributions to determine which factors 

strongly influenced the response variable, tumor viability (presence/absence). All models 

controlled for host (hamster) as a random effect while considering either a single or a 

combination of explanatory factors including trial (patient tumor), time (weeks since tumor 

transplantation), pouch side (left or right), and initial tumor volume. Akaike information criterion 

(AIC) model comparisons were then used to determine which proposed model best explained 

tumor viability. Lower AIC values indicated a better-fit model. Models that differed in AIC by 

less than 2 (dAICc scores <2.0) were considered equivalent in their fit. The best fitting models 

were further analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) type II/III function. ANOVA 

evaluated each explanatory factor within the model and provided an analysis of deviance table 

based on the Wald Chi Square test. Explanatory variables with p-values <0.05 were considered 

statistically significant. Graphical representations of these models were generated using the R 

Software, while GraphPad Prism (version 9.2.0) was used to visually display tumor volume 

change over time. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

3.1 Observing Tumor Volume in the Hamster Cheek Pouch Model System 

To determine whether tumor growth occurred within the hamster cheek pouch model 

system, we performed weekly assessments of the transplantation sites following each initial 

transplantation event. These assessments allowed us to measure tumor volume (mm3) as a 

function of time (weeks) for each trial (Fig. 3.1 A-E) and determine the percent change in tumor 

volume (Table 3.1). The H16-18 transplantation trial utilized a stage III oral squamous 

carcinoma tissue sample where only 75% (3/4) of transplanted tumors experienced growth 1 

week post-transplantation (Fig. 3.1 A). No transplanted tumors demonstrated growth by the final 

post-transplantation assessment. Instead, they displayed tumor regression with negative percent 

changes (Table 3.1). Despite observing tumor regression within the hamster cheek pouch during 

the H16-18 trial, 100% (4/4) of transplanted tumors remained present or viable by the final 

transplantation assessment (Fig. 3.1 A). A similar pattern in tumor volume was observed during 

the H16-24 transplantation trial that also used stage III oral squamous carcinoma tissue samples 

(Fig. 3.1 D). When the final post-transplantation assessment was extended by an additional 

week,  no viable transplanted masses were observed at that time (Fig. 3.1 D).  

Transplantation trials H16-19 and H16-21 utilized patient tissue samples clinically 

classified as stage IVa oral and oropharynx squamous carcinoma, respectively. Only 25% (1/4) 

of transplanted tumors in the H16-19 trial experienced growth 1 week post transplantation and all 

tumor masses displayed a negative percent change suggestive of tumor regression by the final 

post-transplantation assessment (Table 3.1). However, 25% of transplanted tumors remained 

viable with only a -5.33% change in volume. In the H16-21 transplantation trial, we observed 
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tumor growth 4 weeks post-transplantation in 33.3% (2/6) of transplanted tumors (Fig. 3.1 C). 

By the final post-transplantation assessment, 83.3% (5/6) of transplanted tumors displayed 

reduction in volume while 16.7% (1/6) exhibited tumor growth. Of the five transplanted tumors 

experiencing a decrease in volume size, three remained viable at the end of the trial (Fig. 3.1 C 

and Table 3.1).  

The H16-25 transplantation trial utilized a patient-derived stage IVb oral squamous 

carcinoma tissue sample that was fragmented and xenotransplanted into four host hamsters (eight 

total cheek pouches). At the 2 week post-transplantation assessment, 12.5% (1/8) of transplanted 

tumors increased in volume compared to the previous week (Fig. 3.1 E). However, all 

transplanted tumors decreased in volume by the final post-transplantation trial (Table 3.1). 

Despite observing tumor regression, 87.5% (7/8) of the transplanted tumors remained viable.  

Overall, a negative trend in tumor volume over time was observed for each 

transplantation trial indicating tumor regression within the hamster cheek pouch model system. 

Only 3.85% (1/26) of transplanted tumors experienced tumor growth and 61.5% (16/26) 

remained viable by the final post-transplantation assessment (Fig. 3.1 A-E, Table 3.1). Although 

the hamster cheek pouch did not support tumor growth of most transplanted tumor tissues, this 

model system did maintain viable tumors. We then examined certain variables and their potential 

influences on tumor viability. 
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Figure 3.1 Examination of HNSCC tumor volumes in the hamster cheek pouch model system 
over 4-6 weeks, as indicated. Each transplantation trial shown (A-E) used a different donor 
tumor tissue sample. There were three different trial duration times: 4 weeks (E), 5 weeks (A-B), 
and 6 weeks (C-D).  
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Table 3.1 The percent change in tumor volume. Initial represents the volume measured at 
transplantation and final represents the volume measured at the time the transplanted tumor mass 
was excised from the cheek pouch. Percent change was calculated by the following equation:  
  % change = ( "#$%&'($#)#%&	

($#)#%&	
 ) * 100 

 
Trial/Host/Pouch Initial (mm3) Final (mm3) Percent Change (%) 

H16-18 Host 1 Left 42.295 2.753 - 93.5 
H16-18 Host 1 Right 28.367 2.445 - 91.4 
H16-18 Host 2 Left 33.027 3.228 - 90.2 
H16-18 Host 2 Right 22.524 11.83 - 47.5 
H16-19 Host 1 Left 30.842 0.000 - 100 
H16-19 Host 1 Right 19.038 0.000 - 100 
H16-19 Host 2 Left 16.267 15.40 -5.33 
H16-19 Host 2 Right 13.248 0.000 - 100 
H16-21 Host 1 Left 19.480 13.02 - 33.2 
H16-21 Host 1 Right 36.779 0.000 - 100 
H16-21 Host 3 Left 52.207 141.1 + 170 
H16-21 Host 3 Right 61.934 0.000 - 100 
H16-21 Host 4 Left 70.901 0.486 - 99.3 
H16-21 Host 4 Right 37.450 1.091 - 97.2 
H16-24 Host 1 Left 25.898 0.000 - 100 
H16-24 Host 1 Right 26.653 0.000 - 100 
H16-24 Host 2 Left 17.344 0.000 - 100 
H16-24 Host 2 Right 18.171 0.000 - 100 
H16-25 Host 1 Left 22.539 15.62 - 30.7 
H16-25 Host 1 Right 21.917 10.24 - 53.3 
H16-25 Host 2 Left 28.162 0.000 - 100 
H16-25 Host 2 Right 20.046 15.21 - 24.1 
H16-25 Host 3 Left 19.769 2.265 - 88.5 
H16-25 Host 3 Right 58.305 8.757 - 84.9 
H16-25 Host 4 Left 56.396 11.78 - 79.1 
H16-25 Host 4 Right 19.712 2.981 - 84.9 
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3.2 Determining Explanatory Variables for Tumor Viability  

Every model examining trial had an AIC score >78.0, a cumulative model weight <4.0% 

and a dAICc score >5.0 (Table 3.2). Therefore, trial representing a different patient tumor was 

not considered a potential main effect on tumor viability. The model examining time, pouch side, 

initial tumor volume, as well as the interaction between pouch side and initial tumor volume was 

considered the best-fit model compared to all others (Table 3.2). This model had the lowest AIC 

(73.5), carried 61.9% of the cumulative model weight, and yielded a dAICc score <2.0 (Table 

3.2). 

ANOVA performed on the best fit model showed that the main effect of time on tumor 

viability was statistically significant (p = 0.001) while the main effect of initial tumor volume 

was not significant (p = 0.365). We discovered a negative effect on tumor viability over time 

(Fig. 3.2.1). The likelihood that tumors persisted remained high (P ≈ 1.0) up to 3 weeks post-

transplantation with minimal variation around predicted values (Fig. 3.2.1). However, the 

likelihood of a transplanted tumor remaining viable in the hamster cheek pouch decreased (P ≈ 

0.80) after 4 weeks with more variability around predicted values (Fig. 3.2.1).  

The main effect of pouch side on tumor viability was statistically significant (p = 0.003) 

with the right hamster cheek pouch demonstrating more variation that suggests less tumor 

viability compared to the left pouch (Fig. 3.2.2 A). However, this effect of pouch side was lost (p 

= 0.375) in models that included the interaction effect between pouch side and initial tumor 

volume. The pouch side x initial tumor volume interaction effect was marginally significant (p = 

0.05). We examined whether the initial tumor volume differed significantly in the left versus 

right hamster cheek pouch and determined that the effect of cheek pouch upon tumor viability 

was not an artifact of differences in initial tumor volume (p = 0.312). Additionally, the median 
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values of initial tumor volume were not significantly different despite observing a wider range 

and larger tumor volumes within the left pouch (Fig. 3.2.2 B). Therefore, initial tumor volume 

does not account for the observed effect of pouch side on tumor viability.  

We further explored the interaction effect between pouch side and initial tumor volume 

by examining the effect of initial tumor volume in the left cheek pouch and in the right cheek 

pouch separately (Fig. 3.2.2 C-D). We observed that the probability of tumor viability increased 

directly in response to initial tumor volume within the left pouch (Fig. 3.2.2 C). However, an 

inverse relationship occurred in the right pouch, where an increase in initial tumor volume led to 

a decrease in the probability of a tumor persisting (Fig. 3.2.2 D).  Although we observed that the 

effect of initial tumor volume changed depending on the hamster cheek pouch side, ANOVA 

revealed that these trends were non-significant (p = 0.308 and p = 0.387, respectively).  

We then analyzed tumor viability over time within each pouch and found that it 

responded differently depending on pouch side (Fig. 3.2.3 A-B). The main effect of time was 

weaker in the left pouch (p = 0.069) compared to the right (p = 0.007). There was no change in 

tumor viability over 5 weeks in the left-side pouch, but it decreased (P ≈ 0.80) at 6 weeks post-

transplantation (Fig. 3.2.3 A). Inversely, we observed a more dramatic change in tumor viability 

over time within the right hamster cheek pouch where it steadily decreased following 2 weeks 

post-transplantation and viability reached a probability of 0.20 by week 6 (Fig. 3.2.3 B).  
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Table 3.2 AIC model comparisons. Models listed in ascending order of AIC values (lowest to 
highest). Description indicates the examined predictors for each model. A + symbol represents a 
combination effect and a : symbol represents an interaction effect. The cumulative model weight 
and dAICc scores are also provided. 
 
Model Description  AIC Weight dAICc  
M16 Time + Pouch + Initial Volume + Pouch: Initial Volume 73.5 0.619 0.0 
M8 Time + Pouch 76.7 0.151 2.8 
M17 Time + Pouch + Initial Volume + Time: Pouch + 

Time: Initial Volume + Pouch: Initial Volume +  
77.0 0.084 4.0 

M14 Time + Pouch + Initial Volume 77.8 0.080 4.1 
M11 Trial + Time + Pouch 78.7 0.036 5.7 
M15 Trial + Time + Pouch + Initial Volume 78.8 0.030 6.0 
M2 Time 87.5 < 0.001 13.5 
M9 Time + Initial Volume 89.1 < 0.001 15.3 
M5 Trial + Time 89.9 < 0.001 16.6 
M12 Trial + Time + Initial Volume 90.7 < 0.001 17.7 
M3 Pouch  111.4 < 0.001 37.5 
M6 Trial + Pouch 111.9 < 0.001 38.6 
M10 Pouch + Initial Volume 113.0 < 0.001 39.2 
M13 Trial + Pouch + Initial Volume 113.1 < 0.001 40.1 
M1 Trial 117.8 < 0.001 44.3 
M4 Initial Volume 119.1 < 0.001 45.2 
M7 Trial + Initial Volume 119.2 < 0.001 46.0 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.2.1 Tumor viability affected by time. 

Tumor viability is displayed as the probability of tumor presence 
over time. The solid line indicates predicted probability of 

presence, with the gray bands representing the 95% confidence 
interval. 
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Figure 3.2.2 Tumor viability affected by pouch side. (A) Tumor viability is displayed as the 

probability of tumor presence depending on the hamster cheek pouch side (left vs. right). 
(B) Initial tumor volume by pouch side. (C) Effects of initial tumor volume on tumor viability 
within the left cheek pouch. (D) Effects of initial tumor volume on tumor viability within the 

right cheek pouch. 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3.2.3 Tumor viability over time depending on pouch side. (A) The probability of tumor 
viability over time within the left hamster cheek pouch. (B) The probability of tumor viability 

over time within the right hamster cheek pouch. Solid black line indicates predicted probability 
of tumor presence and gray scale represents the 95% confidence interval.  
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3.3 Determining Replicability of Transplantable Tumor Tissues 

3.3.1 Evaluating Histopathological Characteristics 

Effective patient-derived tumor xenograft models for translational research often 

maintain histopathological characteristics observed in the original tumor (72). We therefore 

initially evaluated the effectiveness of the hamster cheek pouch model by examining the 

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining patterns of the patient’s normal adjacent tissue, their 

donor tumor tissue, and any viable transplanted tumor masses observed for each tumor tissue 

transplantation trial. For the H16-18 trial, shown in Fig. 3.3.1 A is histomorphology of the 

patient’s normal tongue tissue. In contrast, the patient’s donor tumor tissue displayed the 

histomorphology of invasive and moderately differentiated keratinized squamous cell carcinoma 

(Fig. 3.3.1 B). The arrangement of tumor cells appeared disorganized with a greater nuclear-

cytoplasmic ratio (Fig. 3.3.1 B). Tumor cells also lost normal cell shape and structure (Fig. 3.3.1 

B). Those abnormal histomorphological observations were also seen within the viable 

transplanted tumors in the left and right hamster cheek pouches of Host 1 along with the 

presence of blood vessels (Fig. 3.3.1 C-D). The viable transplanted mass within the left hamster 

cheek pouch of Host 2 also exhibited a chaotic collection of tumor cells with an array of shapes 

and sizes that included enlarged and disorganized nuclear profiles (Fig. 3.3.1 E). Although the 

right viable transplanted mass from Host 2 displayed variable tumor cell shapes and structures, 

the tumor cells were less abundant and diffusely spread throughout compared to the other 

transplanted masses (Fig. 3.3.1 F). However, the amount of blood vessels present was less within 

the viable transplanted masses of Host 2 compared to Host 1 (Fig. 3.3.1 C-F).  

For the H16-19 trial, the tumor-adjacent normal tissue demonstrated an appropriate 

histomorphology where the glandular epithelium maintained a simple columnar organization 
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with a normal cytoplasm-to-nuclear ratio (Fig. 3.3.2 A). The donor tumor tissue displayed an 

invasive and moderately differentiated keratinized squamous cell carcinoma histomorphology 

(Fig. 3.3.2 B). Accordingly, we observed an abnormal cellular architecture and enlarged, 

irregular nucleoli (Fig. 3.3.2 B). Cells within the viable transplanted mass from the left hamster 

cheek pouch of Host 2 appeared to lose appropriate cell shape and structure with a decreasing 

cytoplasm-to-nuclear ratio (Fig. 3.3.2 C).  

For the H16-21 trial, H&E stains of the tumor-adjacent normal tissue displayed 

appropriate organization with normal epithelial stratification (Fig. 3.3.3 A). In the patient donor 

tumor tissue, we observed invasive and moderately differentiated squamous cell carcinoma with 

histomorphological characteristics that consisted of abnormal architecture, variable cellular 

shapes, and a higher nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio (Fig. 3.3.3 B). Similar observations were noted 

in all of the left pouch viable transplanted masses (Fig. 3.3.3 C, D, E). Accordingly, those left 

pouch transplanted tumors exhibited hypercellularity with cellular and nuclear pleomorphism 

while the right pouch viable transplanted tumor of Host 4 did not (Fig. 3.3.3 F). Despite these 

observations in cellular morphology, only the viable transplanted masses of Host 4 appeared 

well-vascularized with presence of blood vessels (Fig. 3.3.3 F). 

The adjacent normal tissue used in the H16-25 transplantation trial exhibited appropriate 

tissue organization where the matrix maintained a compact arrangement of collagen fibers (Fig. 

3.3.4 A). However, tissue organization appeared disrupted within the donor tumor tissue with 

invasive and well-to-moderately differentiated squamous cell carcinoma (Fig. 3.3.4 B). Another 

distinguishing feature of the tumor tissue compared to normal tissue includes its higher density 

of atypical cells (Fig. 3.3.4 A-B). These atypical cells presented with variable shapes and sizes 

with irregular nuclear form. Similar observations were also seen in all viable transplanted masses 
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of the H16-25 transplantation trial (Fig. 3.3.4 C-J). Despite the cellular similarities seen in all 

viable transplanted masses, the presence of blood vessels differs between pouch side and 

between hosts. For instance, the transplanted mass from the right hamster cheek pouch of Host 1 

contained blood vessels while the left pouch did not (Fig. 3.3.4 C-D). This pattern was also seen 

in Host 2 and Host 3, except the presence of blood vessels was identified in the left viable 

transplant instead of the right in Host 3 (Fig. 3.3.4 E-H). A different observation occurred within 

Host 4, where both left and right pouch viable transplanted masses had blood vessels (Fig. 3.3.4 

I-J).  
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Figure 3.3.1 H&E staining of H16-18 tissue sections at 20x magnification. (A) Normal 
adjacent tissue of the tongue. (B) Patient HNSCC tissue sample with invasive, moderately 
differentiated keratinized squamous cell carcinoma. (C-D) Viable transplanted mass (bracket) 
from Host 1, where (C) is the mass from the left hamster cheek pouch and (D) is from the right 
pouch. (E-F) Viable transplanted mass (bracket) from Host 2, where (E) is the mass from the 
left pouch and (F) is from the right pouch.  

 

 
Figure 3.3.2 H&E staining of H16-19 tissue sections at 20x magnification. (A) Normal 
adjacent tissue. (B) Patient HNSCC tissue sample with invasive, moderately differentiated 
keratinized squamous cell carcinoma. (C) Viable transplanted mass from the left hamster 
cheek pouch of Host 2. The bracket represents the hamster cheek mucosa.  
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Figure 3.3.3 H&E staining of H16-21 tissue sections at 20x magnification. (A) Normal 
adjacent tissue of the tongue, where A (black bracket) indicates the epithelial layers and B (red 
bracket) indicates lamina propria. (B) Patient HNSCC tissue sample with invasive, moderately 
differentiated keratinized squamous cell carcinoma. (C) The viable transplanted mass (bracket) 
from the left hamster cheek pouch of Host 1. (D) The viable transplanted mass (bracket) from 
the left pouch side of Host 3. No viable transplanted masses from the right pouch side of Host 
1 and Host 3. (E-F) The viable transplanted masses (bracket) of Host 4, where (E) is from the 
left pouch side and (F) is from the right pouch side.  
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Figure 3.3.4 H&E staining of H16-25 tissue sections at 20x magnification. (A) Normal 
adjacent tissue. (B) Patient HNSCC tissue sample with invasive, moderately differentiated 
keratinized squamous cell carcinoma. (C-J) All viable transplanted masses from the H16-25 
transplantation trial. Each row represents a host hamster (1-4), while the columns represent the 
left and right hamster cheek pouch (left = C, E, G, I, right = D, F, H, J). 
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3.3.2 Evaluating Protein Expression and Localization 

In addition to histopathological characteristics, effective patient-derived xenograft 

models recapitulate protein expression and localization patterns present in the donor tumor 

tissues (73). Immunohistochemical analyses allowed us to evaluate protein expression and 

localization in the patient’s tumor-adjacent normal tissue, their donor tumor tissue, and any 

viable transplanted masses for each transplantation trial. Although not all antibodies tested 

generated clear and specific staining of the tissue sections, representative results of interesting 

positive staining patterns at the tissue and cell-specific level are discussed below.   

Due to the well-vascularized status of several viable transplanted masses, we investigated 

the protein expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), a key mediator of 

angiogenesis in tumor progression (74). However, no specific signals were detected in the 

normal adjacent tissue, donor tumor tissue, and viable transplanted masses across all 

transplantation trials (not shown). Partially consistent with those observations was the 

upregulated expression of anti-angiogenic semaphorin 4A (Sema4A) in the donor tumor tissue of 

the H16-21 trial only. Accordingly, the H16-21 tumor-adjacent normal tissue displayed some 

fibrillar cytoplasmic signal in the stromal areas while the donor tumor tissue had somewhat 

stronger fibrillar cytoplasmic signal in the stromal areas (Fig. 3.3.5 A-B). Some replication 

occurred in the transplanted masses of the H16-21 trial where we observed similar cytoplasmic 

staining intensity in some areas of the viable transplanted masses of Host 3 and Host 4 (Fig. 3.3.5 

D-F). Although the left pouch viable transplanted mass of Host 1 had cytoplasmic signals, the 

fibrillar characteristic and staining intensity resembled the tumor-adjacent normal tissue (Fig. 

3.3.5 A, C). For the H16-18 and H16-19 transplantation trials, both tumor-adjacent normal tissue 

and donor tumor tissue displayed staining patterns that were similar to those in the H16-21 
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tumor-adjacent normal tissue (not shown). Unfortunately, we did not detect Sema4A in the 

viable transplanted masses of the H16-18 and H16-19 transplantation trials (not shown). We also 

did not detect any specific signals in any tissue sections of the H16-25 transplantation trial (not 

shown). 

As a glycoprotein expressed on the surface of cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTLs), CD8a 

primarily functions as a coreceptor that binds major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I 

molecules and thereby enables tumor cell recognition and elimination (75).  For the H16-18 

transplantation trial, staining of this protein was non-distinctly localized in the tumor-adjacent 

normal tongue tissue but cytoplasm-localized in scattered cells of the stromal area in the donor 

tumor tissue (not shown). We did not detect any clear signals in any H16-18 viable transplanted 

masses (not shown). For the H16-19 trial, we observed scattered cytoplasmic signals in stromal 

and epithelial areas in both tumor-adjacent normal tissue and donor tumor tissue (not shown). 

However, no clear signals were detected in the viable transplanted mass (not shown). Staining 

patterns in the H16-21 tumor-adjacent normal tissue was in the upper keratinized squamous 

epithelial cells and cytoplasm-localized in scattered cells of the stromal and epithelial areas (Fig. 

3.3.6). Similar signals of scattered cytoplasmic signals in both stromal and epithelial areas were 

also observed in the donor tumor tissue (Fig. 3.3.6 ). Although indistinct signals were detected in 

Host 1 and Host 3, we observed dark and distinct cytoplasmic signals in both left and right viable 

transplanted masses of Host 4 (Fig. 3.3.6). Surprisingly, we observed CD8a expression in the 

basal squamous cells of the cheek pouch external surface and in regions of the right viable 

transplant mass of Host 4 (Fig, 3.3.6). For the H16-25 transplantation trial, staining of CD8a was 

scattered but indistinctly localized in some epithelial regions of both tumor-adjacent normal 
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tissue and donor tumor tissue. (not shown). However, we did not detect signals in any of the 

viable transplanted masses (not shown). 

Studies have demonstrated the ability of tumor cells to escape the immune system by 

expressing programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1), which inactivates CTLs by binding their 

surface receptor, programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) (76). No clear signal was observed in the H16-

18 tumor-adjacent normal tissue (Fig. 3.3.7). However, the staining patterns for this protein in 

the donor tumor tissue of the H16-18 trial had islands of dark cytoplasmic signals (Fig. 3.3.7). 

Similar observations were identified in only the right viable transplanted mass of Host 1 and the 

left viable transplanted mass of Host 2 (Fig. 3.3.7). No clear signals were observed in the 

remaining viable transplanted masses of the H16-18 trial (Fig. 3.3.7). Although no clear signal 

was detected in the H16-19 tumor-adjacent normal tissue, the staining pattern in the donor tumor 

tissue of the H16-19 trial showed scattered light cytoplasmic signals (Fig. 3.3.7). This pattern 

was not replicated in the viable transplanted mass which had somewhat more intense scattered 

cytoplasmic signals (Fig. 3.3.7). We observed that PD-L1 staining in the H16-21 tumor-adjacent 

normal tissue was cytoplasm-localized in scattered cells of both the stromal and epithelial areas 

and in the upper keratinized squamous epithelial cells (Fig. 3.3.7). Although similar scattered 

cytoplasmic signals were also detected in the donor tumor tissue, we noticed that the stained cells 

were primarily located in the stromal area (Fig. 3.3.7). Additionally, strong cytoplasmic signals 

were observed in the viable transplanted masses of Host 4 while no clear signals were detected in 

the viable transplanted masses of Host 1 and Host 3 (Fig. 3.3.7). For the H16-25 transplantation 

trial, we observed scattered yet indistinctly localized signals primarily in the stromal regions of 

both the tumor-adjacent normal tissue and the donor tumor tissue (Fig. 3.3.7). However, we only 

observed strong cytoplasmic signals in the right viable transplanted mass of Host 1 and in the left 
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viable transplanted mass of Host 2 (Fig. 3.3.7). The remaining H16-25 viable transplanted 

masses did not show clear signals for PD-L1 (not shown).  

CD138, or syndecan-1, is a cell-surface proteoglycan implicated in regulating laminin-

derived peptide AG73-induced migration and invasion of oral squamous cell carcinoma cells 

(77, 78). Staining patterns of this protein in the H16-18 tumor-adjacent normal tissue was non-

distinctly localized with dark, scattered signals while the H16-18 donor tumor tissue had 

cytoplasm-localized signals with dark, scattered signals limited to the stromal area (Fig. 3.3.8). 

The staining pattern found in the donor tumor tissue was somewhat replicated in only the left 

viable transplanted mass of Host 1 (Fig. 3.3.8). All other H16-18 viable transplanted masses had 

no clear signals (not shown). For the H16-19 trial, only the donor tumor tissue had cytoplasmic 

signals in scattered cells of both stromal and epithelial regions (not shown). We therefore did not 

detect any clear signals in the H16-19 tumor-adjacent normal tissue and viable transplanted mass 

(not shown). For the H16-21 trial, both tumor-adjacent normal tissue and donor tumor tissue 

displayed dark cytoplasmic signals in scattered cells of both stromal and epithelial areas (Fig. 

3.3.8). However, the normal tissue also had signals in the upper keratinized squamous epithelial 

cells (Fig. 3.3.8). Although we did not detect clear signals in the left viable transplanted mass of 

Host 3, dark cytoplasmic signals were observed in the viable transplanted masses of Host 1 and 

Host 4 (Fig. 3.3.8). For the H16-25 trial, we observed indistinctly localized signals that were 

scattered throughout the epithelial regions of both tumor-adjacent normal tissue and donor tumor 

tissue (not shown). However, no signal was detected in any of the viable transplanted masses 

(not shown).  

The heterodimeric glycoprotein CD98 is implicated as a potential HNSCC cancer stem 

cell marker that has a role in regulating tumor radioresistance (79, 80). Although we did not 
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detect this protein in the H16-18 tumor-adjacent normal tissue, the staining pattern in the donor 

tumor tissue was cytoplasmic-localized in scattered cells limited to the stromal areas (not 

shown). However, no clear signals were observed in any viable transplanted masses (not shown). 

Staining pattern in the H16-19 tumor-adjacent normal tissue showed scattered cytoplasmic 

signals only in the stromal area (not shown). In contrast, the H16-19 donor tumor tissue showed 

distinct cytoplasmic epithelial signals (not shown). We did not detect any clear signals in the 

H16-19 viable transplanted mass (not shown). For the H16-21 transplantation trial, we observed 

very distinct cytoplasmic signal in the basal squamous cells in the tumor-adjacent normal tissue 

(Fig. 3.3.9). The donor tumor tissue showed variable cytoplasmic signal in epithelial regions 

(Fig. 3.3.9). However, we only observed some indistinctly localized signals in the viable 

transplanted masses of Host 4 (Fig. 3.3.9). For the H16-25 transplantation trial, no signal was 

detected in any tissue sections (not shown).  

Cortactin is a filamentous actin-binding protein shown to act as a Src kinase substrate 

(81). Relevant to tumor progression, cortactin expression levels were directly shown to correlate 

with tumor aggressiveness in an HNSCC in vivo model system (82). For the H16-18 

transplantation trial, no clear signals were detected in the tumor-adjacent normal tissue (not 

shown). In contrast, the H16-18 donor tumor tissue showed dark cytoplasm-localized signals in 

scattered cells limited to the stromal region (not shown). No clear signals were detected in any of 

the viable transplanted masses (not shown). For the H16-19 trial, no clear signals of cortactin 

were detected in the tumor-adjacent normal tissue nor in the viable transplanted mass (not 

shown). However, we did observe scattered cytoplasmic signals in both the stromal area and the 

epithelial area of the donor tumor tissue (not shown). Staining patterns of the H16-21 tumor-

adjacent normal tissue was: 1) slight cytoplasm-localized signal in scattered cells of both stromal 
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and epithelial regions and 2) signal in the upper keratinized squamous epithelial cells (Fig. 

3.3.10). In the H16-21 donor tumor tissue, we observed indistinct and cytoplasmic signals in 

both the stromal and epithelial regions (Fig. 3.3.10). We did not detect clear signals in the left 

viable transplanted mass of Host 1, the left viable transplanted mass of Host 3, nor the right 

viable transplanted mass of Host 4 (not shown). However, the left viable transplanted mass of 

Host 4 did yield dark signals in some areas (Fig. 3.3.10). The staining pattern of this protein was 

indistinctly localized at the subcellular level yet scattered in the epithelial regions of both the 

H16-25 tumor-adjacent normal tissue and donor tumor tissue (not shown). However, no signals 

were detected in any transplanted masses of the H16-25 transplantation trial (not shown).  
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Figure 3.3.5 Immunohistochemical staining of Sema4A (1:100 dilution) in the H16-21 tissue 
sections at 20x magnification. (A) Patient tumor-adjacent tissue. (B) Patient donor tumor 
tissue sample. (C) The viable transplanted mass of the left hamster cheek pouch in Host 1. (D) 
The viable transplanted mass of the left hamster cheek pouch in Host 3. (E-F) The viable 
transplanted masses of Host 4, where (E) is from the left pouch side and (F) is from the right 
pouch side.  
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Figure 3.3.6 Immunohistochemical staining of CD8a (1:200 dilution) in the H16-21 tissue 
sections at 20x magnification. Displayed is the H16-21 tumor-adjacent normal tissue (normal), 
donor tumor tissue (tumor), and viable transplanted tumor mass (xenograft). Above is the 
viable transplanted mass of the right hamster cheek pouch of Host 4.  

 
 

 
Figure 3.3.7 Immunohistochemical staining of PD-L1 (1:200 dilution) at 20x magnification. 
Displayed is the tumor-adjacent normal tissue (normal), donor tumor tissue (tumor), and a 
viable transplanted tumor mass (xenograft). The H16-18, H16-19, and H16-25 viable 
transplanted mass displayed above originated from the left hamster cheek pouch of Host 2. 
The H16-21 viable transplanted mass displayed is from the left hamster cheek pouch of Host 
4. 
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Figure 3.3.8 Immunohistochemical staining of CD138 (1:200 dilution) at 20x magnification. 
Displayed is the tumor-adjacent normal tissue (normal), donor tumor tissue (tumor), and a 
viable transplanted tumor mass (xenograft). The H16-18 viable transplanted mass displayed 
above originated from the left hamster cheek pouch of Host 1. The H16-21 viable transplanted 
mass displayed is from the left hamster cheek pouch of Host 4. 

 
 

   
Figure 3.3.9 Immunohistochemical staining of CD98hc (1:200 dilution) at 4x magnification. 
Displayed is the H16-21 tumor-adjacent normal tissue (normal), donor tumor tissue (tumor), 
and viable transplanted tumor mass (xenograft). The H16-21 left viable transplanted mass of 
Host 4 is shown above.   

 
 

 
Figure 3.3.10 Immunohistochemical staining of cortactin (1:200 dilution) at 20x 
magnification. Displayed is the H16-21 tumor-adjacent normal tissue (normal), donor tumor 
tissue (tumor), and viable transplanted tumor mass (xenograft). Displayed above is the left 
viable transplanted mass of Host 4.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

Reliable tumor growth remains an imperative feature for any clinically relevant model 

system. Indeed, previous studies relied on consistent tumor growth over time in HNSCC PDX 

models to identify potential therapeutic targets, evaluate therapeutic efficacy, and predict patient-

specific tumor responses (31, 83-89). In this study, all but one HNSCC xenograft regressed 

within the hamster cheek pouch model (Fig. 3.1, Table 3.1). Although this performance presents 

a caveat for the hamster cheek pouch model, we cannot completely dismiss its potential to serve 

as a clinically relevant PDX model system. Multiple HNSCC xenografts experienced an initial 

growth period prior to decreasing in volume. We also found that more than half of the HNSCC 

xenografts remained viable for an extended period of time (4-6 weeks). Similarly, our statistical 

analyses showed a negative effect on tumor viability over time with xenograft tumors persisting 

for approximately 3 weeks post-transplantation prior to decreasing (Fig. 3.2.1). These findings 

suggest that the hamster cheek pouch does initially accept the implantation of HNSCC patient 

tumor tissues. However, HNSCC patient tissue samples available during the study timeframe 

were constrained by clinical service limitations. A repeat study utilizing a larger and more 

diverse group of donor tumor tissues may allow for a more informative representation of the 

tumor xenotransplant take-rate and progression in our model system. 

A possible explanation for tumor regression includes the influence of an intact immune 

system in the host animal. While most studies utilized an immunodeficient host animal as a 

patient-derived xenograft model system to prevent graft rejection, we used a host with an 

immunologically privileged anatomical site amid a fully functional immune system (64-68). 

Previous research from the Hendry lab established that the immunologically privileged hamster 
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cheek pouch routinely supported the long-term survival of transplanted human tumor cells and 

tissues without immunological rejection (90-93). However, these pouches are characteristically 

well vascularized (94). This particular feature potentially allows for infiltration of hamster 

immune cells to challenge the foreign tumor xenografts. Indeed, a review paper revealed that 

several patient-derived xenograft models lacked tumor growth secondary to tumor-infiltrating 

lymphocytes from the host animal (95). Additionally, a study investigating the potential use of a 

syngeneic rat model for liver cancer found that a higher vascularized status correlated with 

spontaneous tumor regression (96). This study also showed greater antitumor cytokine levels in 

the serum of rat models with complete tumor regression, which suggested a net cytokine 

environment favoring an antitumor immune response (96).  

In addition to a highly vascularized state, the hamster cheek pouch also remains rich in 

mast cells with few Langerhans cells (94). These cells allow for further infiltration of immune 

cells to the xenotransplantation site via blood vessels. Accordingly, activated mast cells modulate 

an effective immune response by releasing inflammatory mediators and recruiting immune cells 

(97, 98). These released inflammatory mediators can increase vasodilation and vascular 

permeability (97). Therefore, the foreign xenograft tissue may have activated mast cells to 

increase vasodilation and vascular permeability of the blood vessels within the cheek pouch. This 

subsequently allows recruited immune cells to easily enter and leave the bloodstream into the 

xenotransplantation site. Interestingly, a previous study in the Hendry lab noted an inflammatory 

infiltrating phenomenon consistent with this mechanism (90). They found infiltrating 

immune/inflammatory cells among tumor cell xenograft masses not inherent to transplanted 

donor tumor cells (90). On the other hand, activated mast cells can also trigger the migration of 

Langerhans cells into local lymph nodes and mount an adaptive immune response (98, 99). 
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Although the hamster cheek pouch lacks an afferent pathway for these Langerhans cells to 

migrate into the lymph nodes, these cells may instead travel through the bloodstream to reach the 

lymph nodes. Indeed, the lymphatic system works closely with the circulatory system. 

Lymphatic capillaries can absorb immune cells among other substances extravasated from the 

blood vascular system (100). This implies that the foreign xenograft tissues may have activated 

mast cells to initiate the migration of Langerhans cells into lymph nodes via blood vessels. Once 

at the lymph nodes, the Langerhans cells can trigger an adaptive, systemic immune response 

against the engrafted tumor tissue. Ultimately, we may have observed tumor regression within 

our model system secondary to the work of mast cells, Langerhans cells, and blood vessels 

present at the xenotransplantation site. However, this requires developing and testing a 

considerable number of antibodies against Syrian Golden hamster tissues to determine the 

animal’s immune profile. 

Another possible explanation for the pattern we observed is the replacement of human 

stroma with that of the hamster. Studies consistently show that human cancer stroma included in 

the tumor fragments is rapidly replaced by murine stroma over time (73). This includes replacing 

the extracellular matrix, cancer associated fibroblasts, blood vessels, inflammatory mediating 

cells, and immune mediating cells. Therefore, the hamster stroma may alter the crosstalk 

between HNSCC cancer cells and the TME (72). This disruption in bidirectional communication 

may prevent cancer cells from establishing themselves within the hamster cheek pouch so as to 

induce key hallmarks of HNSCC progression. It also remains uncertain whether human tumor 

cells can crosstalk with murine cells and instruct them to create a tumor-favoring 

microenvironment (101). However, further analysis of histopathological characteristics and 
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protein expression may provide more information regarding whether these cells are naturalized 

in the environment.  

To develop a model more likely to mimic human tumors, patient-derived tumor 

xenografts must conserve parental tumor characteristics (72). We evaluated the conservation of 

histopathological characteristics by examining the H&E staining patterns of the tumor-adjacent 

normal tissue, the donor tumor tissue, and any viable transplanted tumor masses for each tumor 

tissue transplantation trial. We found that cellular morphology of most transplanted tumor 

masses closely resembled the original parent tumor compared to normal adjacent tissue (Fig. 

3.3.1 - 3.3.4). Furthermore, the abnormal cellular morphology was mostly maintained between 

hosts within a transplantation trial as well as between pouch sides of the host (Fig. 3.3.1 -3.3.4). 

This suggests that the hamster cheek pouch model preserves the stromal compartment and 

physiological complexity to potentially promote functionality of key mediators in tumor-stroma 

interactions.  

While evaluating the histopathological characteristics, we noted the vascular status of the 

hamster cheek pouch. The inbred female Syrian Golden hamsters used for this study are 

isogeneic with bilateral symmetry, including the vascular system. However, we unexpectedly 

observed some differences regarding blood vessels between pouch sides of a host as well as 

between hosts within a transplantation trial (Fig. 3.3.1 -3.3.4). These differences include 

variations in abundance and size of the blood vessels. The differences in vasculature may result 

from mast cell activation, where blood vessels within the cheek pouch experienced vasodilation 

and increased permeability at different levels. However, this requires in-depth characterization of 

the hamster cheek pouch vascular status as well as investigating the relationship between tumor 

size and vascularization. Therefore, the differences in vasculature among cheek pouches may 
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depend on whether the cancer cells of the transplanted tumor fragment initiated angiogenesis 

within the cheek pouch. Angiogenesis forms new blood vessels from existing vasculature, which 

implies that the tumor vascularization often appears unevenly distributed and chaotic (102). 

However, IHC analysis indicated no signals of the angiogenic biomarker VEGF in any of the 

patient normal tissue, patient tumor tissue, and xenograft masses across all transplantation trials 

(not shown). Interestingly, only the H16-21 trial had positive, replicable staining patterns for 

anti-angiogenic biomarker Sema4A (Fig. 3.3.5). These results may stem from potential false 

positive/negative signals secondary to technical difficulties. Accordingly, we did not include a 

positive control, such as glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) housekeeping 

gene, for each IHC run to eliminate possible positive or negative protein signals that may have 

arisen from errors. On the other hand, we should also consider utilizing other validated 

angiogenic and anti-angiogenic biomarkers. Ultimately, the difference in vasculature among 

cheek pouches remains unresolved.  

In addition to the conservation of histopathological characteristics, we also evaluated 

whether protein expression and localization was maintained between xenograft masses and 

patient tumor tissue via IHC analyses. Unfortunately, we found that expression and localization 

patterns were not routinely replicated. A possible explanation for these inconclusive findings 

includes tumor heterogeneity, which describes the differences between tumors of the same type 

in different patients and the differences between cancer cells within a single tumor (25). 

Unfortunately, our current protocol for a transplantation trial may exacerbate inherent tumor 

heterogeneity. We do not receive the whole tumor mass from a patient, but rather a sample of 

tumor tissue. In this aspect, we may not receive a well-representative tumor tissue sample with 

few cancer cells. Our protocol also requires further fragmentation of the patient tumor sample for 
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each transplantation event as well as for harvesting/processing of tissue sections. Therefore, 

these fragments and cross-sections may each have distinctive cancer cell subpopulations 

responsible for inconsistent staining patterns between xenografted masses and donor tumor 

tissue. 

We also considered the possibility that donor tumor tissues were not aggressive enough 

to establish themselves in the cheek pouch and replicate protein expression/localization. 

However, these tissue samples originated from patients with clinically advanced HNSCC (Table 

2.1). Our statistical analyses similarly revealed that no differential aspects among the five 

HNSCC patient tissues had a clear effect on tumor viability (referred to as fixed effect 

“trial,”dAICc score > 5.0). This suggests that the differences between patient tumor tissue, such 

as staging/aggressiveness, is not statistically significant on performance. Rather certain 

clinicopathological features of patient tumors may influence the overall success of a PDX model. 

Indeed, we found that each patient had the same histological grade, G2, despite their different 

clinical stage (Table 2.1). These findings are not consistent with prior reports. For instance, 

previous studies revealed that aggressive tumor phenotypes (or higher staging) successfully 

generated PDX models that recapitulated the features of the original patient tumor (61, 73, 103).  

While determining explanatory variables influencing tumor viability, we discovered a 

main effect of pouch side on tumor viability (Fig. 3.3.2). Accordingly, xenograft tumors were 

more likely to persist, or remain viable, within the left cheek pouch compared to the right cheek 

pouch (Fig. 3.3.2). We also ruled out that differences in viability based on pouch side did not 

depend on the initial tumor volume. Our findings appear consistent with a previous study in the 

Hendry lab which noted some degree of inherent variability among individual cheek pouch sites 

for a given donor HNSCC cell line (90). Although we also observed differences in 
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histopathological characteristics, vasculature, and protein expression/localization among cheek 

pouch sides to support inherent variability, it remains unclear whether these differences indicated 

one cheek pouch over the other. Nonetheless, an inherent variability between pouch sides is 

unexpected due to the bilateral symmetry of the hamster. This requires further investigation into 

the anatomy, biology, and diseases of the Golden Syrian hamster to determine whether a 

unilateral aspect occurs within the cheek pouch.  

Overall, these results must be interpreted with caution and a number of limitations should 

be borne in mind. Due to clinical service constraints, we were unable to obtain a sufficient 

sample size of HNSCC patient tumor tissue samples during the timeframe of this study. An 

insufficient sample size may not provide an accurate representation of the engraftment rate and 

tumor growth in our PDX model. Additionally, this small sample size may not have included a 

diverse set of HNSCC patient tumor tissue to accurately rule out a selective pressure for more 

aggressive tumor phenotypes in our PDX model. We also experienced occasional difficulty 

anesthetizing host animals during post-transplantation assessments. This prevented us from 

observing and photographing the xenotransplantation site, which inhibited our analysis of the 

transplanted mass dimensions or the cheek pouch vascularization at that time. Due to logistical 

constraints, an unbalanced design occurred with variation in observed time (4-6 weeks) and 

hamsters used per trial (2-4 hamsters). Although this reduces the statistical power, the difference 

in time did not impact our observation of tumor regression. We also had replication within each 

trial to improve the significance of our experimental results. However, future studies should 

strive for a balanced design by excising all xenograft tumors 4 weeks post-transplantation event 

and utilizing 4 hamsters per trial.  
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 

 Previous studies from the Hendry lab established that the immunologically privileged 

hamster cheek pouch routinely supports the long-term survival of transplanted human tumor cells 

and tissues (90-93). In this study, we sought to determine whether tumor growth occurs within 

the hamster cheek pouch by performing weekly post-transplantation assessments of the 

xenotransplantation site. This work demonstrated that xenografted HNSCC tumors regressed 

over time within our model system. We also found that xenografted HNSCC tumors persisted, or 

remained viable, for at least 3 weeks post-transplantation. Therefore, the hamster cheek pouch 

does initially accept the transplantation of human HNSCC tissue. In the future, we hope to repeat 

a similar study utilizing a larger, more diverse sample size of donor tumor tissues to allow for a 

more informative representation of the tumor xenotransplant take-rate and progression in our 

model system. Since activation of the host immune system at the xenotransplantation site may 

explain tumor regression, we may also consider administering immunosuppressors or a drug 

capable of inhibiting mast cell activation in the future. 

Several studies demonstrated that successful patient-derived xenograft models faithfully 

recapture the original tumor characteristics in a physiologically relevant environment (59-63). 

We aimed to evaluate the maintenance of histopathological characteristics and protein 

expression/localization between xenografted tumors and parent tumor tissue. We found that most 

cellular morphology of the xenografted tumors closely resembled the original tumor tissue 

compared to normal tumor-adjacent tissue. In addition, we noticed a high degree of replication 

between hosts within a transplantation trial as well as between cheek pouch sides. This suggests 

that the hamster cheek pouch preserves the stromal compartment and physiological complexity 
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to promote functionality of key mediators in tumor-stroma interactions. Additionally, we 

observed a difference in vascularization among cheek pouch likely from formation of new blood 

vessels from existing vasculature. In the future, we may consider evaluating for angiogenesis by 

counting the number of blood vessels in a given area using a stereomicroscope and/or assessing 

additional angiogenesis markers.  

On the other hand, we did not observe routine replication of protein expression and 

localization. This suggests that the hamster cheek pouch model system does not conserve the 

proteomic profile of the original tumor tissue. An aspect of our procedure that may account for 

the lack of replicable protein expression/localization between xenograft tumors and original 

tumor tissues is a likely high level of cell and tissue heterogeneity in the donor tumor samples. 

We also ruled out the possibility that our patient HNSCC samples were not aggressive enough to 

establish themselves within the model. In future research, we plan to test the performance of 

three-dimensional cultures of HNSCC cell lines in the hamster cheek pouch.  

A previous study from the Hendry lab noted an inherent variability among individual 

cheek pouch sites for a given donor HNSCC cell line despite the bilateral symmetry of the 

Golden Syrian hamster (90). In this study, we also noted this variability in which xenografted 

tumors were more likely to remain viable within the left cheek pouch compared to the right. 

Although we noted differences in histopathological characteristics, vasculature, and protein 

expression/localization that supports an inherent variability, it remains unclear whether these 

differences were consistently observed within the left pouch. We hope to uncover a unilateral 

aspect of the Golden Syrian hamster cheek pouch by investigating its anatomy, biology, and 

diseases. Ultimately, more studies are clearly needed to refine the hamster cheek pouch as a 
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potential HNSCC PDX model system so as to discover and validate diagnostic biomarkers, 

prognostic predictors, and therapeutic treatments. 
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